Across

8. a young boy who befriends Huck but is killed during a feud
11. the town where the Royal Nonesuch is first successful
13. the older of the two con-men who paints himself and dances naked during the Royal Nonesuch
14. the slave who fears witches and is manipulated by Huck and Tom
15. a woman in her forties who teaches Huck how to act like a girl
16. a man who leads a mob to Sherburn’s home and is called “half a man”
18. the fourteen year old sister known for her good deeds and her “hair-lip”
19. the subject of a poem who died when he fell in a well
20. the man Huck wants Mary Jane to stay with for a couple days
21. this is Jim disguised and acting crazy to keep people away
22. this is the name the King uses in the canoe while claiming to be a preacher
23. a gaunt man who rarely speaks but dutifully attends to the needs of the funeral goers
25. the name the Duke gives Huck (tells Huck Jim is being held by him)
27. the name Huck uses while living with the Grangerfords
29. a woman in the Phelps’ home who believes Jim to be “crazy” because of what is found in the hut
31. the town near where the watchman sits and where the doomed steamboat goes down
32. a man who won’t part with his tobacco (symbolizes the uneducated and poverty stricken)
33. the town at the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers where Huck and Jim wish to turn north to freedom
36. the nineteen year old sister who Huck admires and wishes to help
37. the town where Jim is sold and the Royal Nonesuch backfires
40. a man who immediately calls the King and Duke frauds but is ignored
41. a man (not named) who tends to Tom’s calf and brings Jim back to the Phelps’ farm
42. the first place where Huck hides out and discovers Jim
43. a drunken, abusive man who only cares about his son when it profits him
44. the city where the Wilks brothers are from
46. Tom’s aunt who believes Huck is Tom and Tom is Sid
50. the local judge who holds Huck’s money for safe keeping in a bank
51. the “husky” and strong man who holds onto Huck on the way to exhuming Peter
52. a man who won’t part with some of his tobacco (symbolizes the uneducated and poverty stricken)
53. the younger of the two con-men who pretends to be the deaf, mute Wilks brother
54. the robber on the doomed steamer who wants to shoot his cheating partner
55. an amateur poet who composes sentimental poetry about death
56. an imaginative boy with Romantic notions looking for adventure
Down

1. a young man who runs off with a young woman during the feud
2. the patriarch of the Grangerford homestead who garners respect from the entire family
3. a young woman who falls for a young man from the family feuding with hers
4. a young man who dies with Buck after Sophia and Harney run off together
5. the location where Tom’s calf is tended to by a doctor
6. a respectable and pious woman who tries to provide structure and rules for Huck
7. the deaf, mute brother of Peter who arrives in town with a broken arm
9. a man who tires of Boggs’ cursings and shoots him
10. the name of the doomed steamboat with the robbers aboard
12. a wealthy man in Booth’s Landing who a watchman wants to impress
15. a man on the doomed steamer who obviously cheats his partners, but they won’t stand for it any more
17. a drunken man in his fifties who curses at a man and is killed
21. the preacher and cotton farmer who holds Jim captive and searches for his owner
24. a man who dies and leaves his inheritance to his family members, which turns into an opportunity for the con men
26. the name of the performance by the King and Duke
28. Tom’s aunt who arrives at the end of the novel and allows the unveilings of all the secrecy
30. a robber on the doomed steamer who wants to spare the life of his cheating partner
34. the man in the canoe with the King and Huck who later provides evidence of the fraud over Wilks’ money
35. the person Tom pretends to be at the Phelps’ farm
38. a quickly angered woman who takes Huck in to try and civilize him
39. the town where the adventures begin for Huck (where he lives)
45. the moral center of the novel who yearns for freedom
47. the novels’ protagonist who challenges his morality throughout his adventures
48. a lawyer who arrives in town with evidence that the King and Duke are frauds
49. the fifteen year old sister
52. the older Wilks brother who suggests looking for Peter’s tattoo to prove fraud from truth